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A B O U T  T H E  S U R V E Y

Due to the current changes in our world and
subsequent effect on our educational practices,
the SECS Advisory Board instituted a Family
Survey in Fall 2020. This survey was designed to
better understand families' thoughts around the
core domains of Culture, Faith Formation,
Academics & Curriculum, and Communication as 
 well as the school's response to COVID-19. 

The Advisory Board plans to make this an annual
survey and to use the responses to guide
decisions and strategies for the continual
improvement of St. Edward Catholic School. 

For Fall 2020, we had 111 respondents
representing a full spectrum of classes from the
pre-kindergarten to 8th-grade levels — a 66%
response rate. Some initial takeaways include:
 
1. Families are overall satisfied with SECS.
2. Families support more service opportunities,
more activities to deepen our faith, and more
academic and extracurricular activities.
3. Families agree that Catholic education is a
good investment in their children’s futures.

Thank you for all you do to stay engaged with St.
Edward Catholic School and to support our
Monarchs! Remember, the education of our
children is built on a foundation of partnership
between the school and the families. Your voice
is important!
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C U L T U R E

We’re formulating new and better communication options for our families to help them feel
connected to the school.  We’ll be posting more pictures and updates on our private Monarch Parent
News Facebook, listing upcoming Monday with Makel sessions on our new website calendar, and
working on safe ways for parents to participate in school life.  
We are also working with our teachers on ways to keep developing our teacher/student and
teacher/parent relationships to promote more interaction.  
Mrs. Makel is dedicated to leading SECS into the coming years and continuing our path of growth and
excellence.

We’re Excited!
Of our 111 respondents, 94.6% agreed that their children enjoyed coming to SECS with 95.5% stating
that their children felt a strong sense of belonging at SECS.  Further, 94.6% agreed that SECS
provided a safe and nurturing environment.

 
We Hear You!
Our families are feeling a strong level of disconnect from the school this year.  This feeling of disconnect
feeds into a concern that faculty might be having difficulty identifying students’ strengths and
weaknesses.  Further, our caregivers and students struggle with feeling comfortable asking for help right
now because they don’t want to overburden anyone during an already difficult year.  Families want
opportunities to strengthen and improve their relationships with their children’s teachers.  

 
We’re Here to Help!  

Have questions or comments?  
Feel free to contact Advisory Board members Valerie Byers (vtbyers@gmail.com) or 

Alexis Wall (alexis.kastner@gmail.com) regarding the SECS Fall 2020 Family Survey.

“It’s a nurturing and loving culture, and we love that.
~Parent Response
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F A I T H  F O R M A T I O N

We are working with our clergy on safe ways they can be more involved with our school this year,
including developing a schedule of faith-based events to both deepen our Catholic practices and
allow more interaction with students and clergy.  You may have already seen Fr. Christian helping
with carline and Fr. Kevin chalking the school doors!  
For service, we will continue to inform families of donation opportunities available to support those
in need in our local area while also looking for safe service projects in the community.  Currently, we
are planning to offer days of service around the grounds of St. Edward, where families can volunteer
to work outside on improvement projects, such as our school Butterfly Garden.  
To engage more with the Mass, those students interested in becoming altar servers should contact
Mr. Edwards (tedwards@stedwardschool.org).  Also, we are happy to announce that parents may now
attend School Liturgy when their child’s class is scheduled to lead the Mass!  (Parents are not able to
sit in the student section at this time.)  

We’re Excited!
Of our 111 respondents, 96.4% are pleased with the level of religious education offered at SECS with
93.7% agreeing that SECS fosters continued growth for their children in understanding and practicing
the Catholic faith.  And 100% agree that the SECS Faculty and Staff emphasize and demonstrate the
importance of Catholic values!

 
We Hear You!
Our families want SECS to continue to grow in how we incorporate our Catholic identity into our school,
including having more interaction with our clergy.  Specifically, our families indicated that they want
more opportunities to practice service in our community, more emphasis on social justice teachings, and
more engagement with the Mass. 

 
We’re Here to Help!  

Have questions or comments?  
Feel free to contact Advisory Board members Valerie Byers (vtbyers@gmail.com) or 

Alexis Wall (alexis.kastner@gmail.com) regarding the SECS Fall 2020 Family Survey.

“I'm extremely happy with the religious teachings and the weekly Mass."
~Parent Response
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N  

We are exploring app-based communication tools to create an easily accessible central repository
of communication. 
Our new Communications Director has been hard at work making many communication
improvements, including updating the SECS website and creating our new virtual tour! 
Mondays with Makel, PTO Meetings, and general School Advisory Board Meetings are posted on
the SECS website calendar.  These meetings are open to all parents and caregivers to attend. 
 For SAB meetings, those wishing specifically to address the Board should follow the agenda
submission process (noted on the calendar event).   
For those wishing to join the private Monarch Parent News Facebook page, note that families
must answer 3 screening questions.  If your initial request timed out, please go here and re-
request: https://www.facebook.com/groups/405084730693441
We are working to update our handbook to be more user-friendly and clear on communication
policies. 

We’re Excited!
Of our 111 respondents, 86.5% believe that SECS demonstrates an attitude of availability to families
AND are comfortable sharing concerns and ideas with the school.  Further, 87.4% agree that
questions or concerns they have regarding their children's experiences at SECS are addressed in a
timely manner. 

 
We Hear You!
Our families want SECS to develop a more cohesive communication plan that centers on sending
school information via email or text/notification (these being the communication methods respondents
designated as 'most preferred').  Further, families would like a more standardized approach to
communication with faculty and to receive regular updates about things occurring on campus.  

 
We’re Here to Help!  

Have questions or comments?  
Feel free to contact Advisory Board members Valerie Byers (vtbyers@gmail.com) or 

Alexis Wall (alexis.kastner@gmail.com) regarding the SECS Fall 2020 Family Survey.

“We would like to be part of the conversation.  Even if we are not the ones
coming up with the solution, we should be part of the conversation."

~Parent Response
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A C A D E M I C S  &  C U R R I C U L U M  

Faculty and staff will be developing a unified SECS approach toward class information,
organization, and assignments.  
SECS is committed to offering specials courses and extracurriculars to all students and are
working on safe ways in which to do so in the coming months. 
We are continuing to improve our Language course offerings, which aim to lay a firm foundation
for further language study, to promote understanding of different cultures, and to allow our
students to engage more fully in the global community.    
We encourage families who have concerns over a student's learning in any form to reach out
directly to the student's teacher and to the principal.  SECS is committed to the growth of EVERY
student.

We’re Excited!
Of our 111 respondents, 91.7% agree that SECS sets high quality standards for teaching and for
student learning.  Further, 89.2% also agree that the academic curriculum at SECS meets their
expectations and standards AND that they are confident that their children will be prepared for the
next academic year.

 
We Hear You!
Our families value a strong, varied curriculum, with supports for multiple learning styles which
challenge all students to grow.  Respondents want SECS to develop a more cohesive homework
policy for all grades that allows for skill reinforcement but still respects the importance of families
being able to have time together.  Further, our families want SECS to instruct our students not only in
traditional academics, but to insure our students practice the habits and skills necessary to be
successful in high school and beyond. 

We’re Here to Help!  

Have questions or comments?  
Feel free to contact Advisory Board members Valerie Byers (vtbyers@gmail.com) or 

Alexis Wall (alexis.kastner@gmail.com) regarding the SECS Fall 2020 Family Survey.

“I don’t feel I know as much about my child’s learning this year.” 
~Parent Response
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C O V I D - 1 9  R E S P O N S E

Over Winter Break, SECS was able to use a portion of our Title IV funds to purchase plastic desk
shields for students in grades PK-2nd.  Students in grades 3rd-8th use portable plastic desk
covers to help lessen the spread of viruses such as COVID-19.  
SECS is working on updated handouts to better explain protocols, responses, actions, and
communications regarding COVID-19. 
We are continuing our work to be in compliance with the evolving recommendations of the
Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston, the State of Texas, and the CDC in order to keep our school
community safe.  
SECS is so grateful to all the members of our community (parents, students, faculty, and staff)
who have worked so hard to keep our population safe, healthy, and learning this year.  Thank you!

We’re Excited!
Of our 111 respondents, 92.8% agree that SECS has followed local and national guidelines in taking
precautions during the pandemic with 90.1% agreeing that they are comfortable with the precautions
that have been put in place by the school.  Further, 91.9% also agree that students understand the
COVID-19 precautions enacted by SECS.   

 
We Hear You!
Our families value the safety protocols that SECS has put in place and wants to make sure these
protocols continue to be enforced during the second half of the school year, particularly mask-
wearing and social distancing.  Families desire better communication of protocols and the "why"
behind them as the situation continues to evolve.   

We’re Here to Help!  

Have questions or comments?  
Feel free to contact Advisory Board members Valerie Byers (vtbyers@gmail.com) or 

Alexis Wall (alexis.kastner@gmail.com) regarding the SECS Fall 2020 Family Survey.

"Our school has done an amazing job with the new COVID policies…from
teachers, students, and parents alike!  Well done…I am singing the school’s

praises on this one!” ~Parent Response
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